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Abstract

Recent progress on saliency detection is substantial, ben-

efiting mostly from the explosive development of Convolu-

tional Neural Networks (CNNs). Semantic segmentation

and saliency detection algorithms developed lately have

been mostly based on Fully Convolutional Neural Networks

(FCNs). There is still a large room for improvement over

the generic FCN models that do not explicitly deal with the

scale-space problem. Holisitcally-Nested Edge Detector

(HED) provides a skip-layer structure with deep supervi-

sion for edge and boundary detection, but the performance

gain of HED on saliency detection is not obvious. In this pa-

per, we propose a new saliency method by introducing short

connections to the skip-layer structures within the HED ar-

chitecture. Our framework provides rich multi-scale fea-

ture maps at each layer, a property that is critically needed

to perform segment detection. Our method produces state-

of-the-art results on 5 widely tested salient object detection

benchmarks, with advantages in terms of efficiency (0.08
seconds per image), effectiveness, and simplicity over the

existing algorithms.

1. Introduction

The goal in salient object detection is to identify the most

visually distinctive objects or regions in an image. Salient

object detection methods commonly serve as the first step

for a variety of computer vision applications including im-

age and video compression [15, 20], image segmentation

[10], content-aware image editing [9], object recognition

[44, 48], visual tracking [2], non-photo-realist rendering

[43, 16], photo synthesis [6, 14, 19], information discovery

[35, 53, 8], image retrieval [18, 12, 8], etc.

Inspired by cognitive studies of visual attention [21, 41,

11], computational saliency detection has received great

research attention in the past two decades [22, 4, 1, 5].

Encouraging research progress has been continuously ob-

served by enriching simple local analysis [22] with global
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cues [7], rich feature sets [24], and their learned combi-

nation weights [37], indicating the importance of powerful

feature representations for this task. Leading method [24]

on a latest benchmark [1] uses as many as 34 hand crafted

features. However, further improvement using manually en-

riched feature representations is non-trivial.

In a variety of computer vision tasks, such as im-

age classification [27, 45], semantic segmentation [38],

and edge detection [49], convolutional neural networks

(CNNs) [28] have successfully broken the limits of tra-

ditional hand crafted features. This motivates recent re-

search efforts of using Fully Convolutional Neural Net-

works (FCNs) for salient object detection [29, 46, 52, 13,

36]. The Holistically-Nested Edge Detector (HED) [49]

model, which explicitly deals with the scale space problem,

has lead to large improvements over generic FCN models

in the context of edge detection. However, the skip-layer

structure with deep supervision in the HED model does not

lead to obvious performance gain for saliency detection.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, we observe that i) deeper side

outputs encodes high level knowledge and can better locate

salient objects; ii) shallower side outputs capture rich spa-

tial information. This motivated us to develop a new method

for salient object detection by introducing short connec-

tions to the skip-layer structure within the HED [49] ar-

chitecture. By having a series of short connections from

deeper side outputs to shallower ones, our new framework

offers two advantages: i) high-level features can be trans-

formed to shallower side-output layers and thus can help

them better locate the most salient region; shallower side-

output layers can learn rich low-level features that can help

refine the sparse and irregular prediction maps from deeper

side-output layers. By combining features from different

levels, the resulting architecture provides rich multi-scale

feature maps at each layer, a property that is essentially

need to do salient object detection. Experimental results

show that our method produces state-of-the-art results on 5
widely tested salient object detection benchmarks, with ad-

vantages in terms of efficiency (0.08 seconds per image),

effectiveness, and simplicity over the existing algorithms.

To facilitate future research in our related areas, we release
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Figure 1: Visual comparison of saliency maps produced by the HED-based method [49] and ours. Though saliency maps

produced by deeper (4-6) side output (s-out) look similar, because of the introduced short connections, each shallower (1-3)

side output can generate satisfactory saliency maps and hence a better output result.

both source code and trained models.

2. Related Works

Over the past two decades [22], an extremely rich set

of saliency detection methods have been developed. The

majority of salient object detection methods are based on

hand-crafted local features [22, 25, 50], global features [7,

42, 37, 24], or both (e.g., [3]). A complete survey of these

methods is beyond the scope of this paper and we refer the

readers to a recent survey paper [1] for details. Here, we

focus on discussing recent salient object detection methods

based on deep learning architectures.

Compared with traditional methods that use hand-crafted

features, CNN based methods have refreshed all the pre-

vious state-of-the-art records in nearly every sub-field of

computer vision, including salient object detection. Li et

al. [29] proposed to use multi-scale features extracted from

a deep CNN to derive a saliency map. Wang et al. [46] pre-

dicted saliency maps by integrating both local estimation

and global search. Two different deep CNNs are trained to

capture local information and global contrast. In [52], Zhao

et al. presented a multi-context deep learning framework

for salient object detection. They employed two different

CNNs to extract global and local context information, re-

spectively. Lee et al. [13] considered both high-level fea-

tures extracted from CNNs and hand-crafted features. To

combine them together, a unified fully connected neural net-

work was designed to estimate saliency maps. Liu et al. [36]

designed a two-stage deep network, in which a coarse pre-

diction map was produced, followed by another network to

refine the details of the prediction map hierarchically and

progressively. A deep contrast network was proposed in

[30]. It combined a pixel-level fully convolutional stream

and a segment-wise spatial pooling stream. Though signifi-

cant progress have been achieved by these developments in

the last two years, there is still a large room for improve-

ment over the generic CNN models that do not explicitly

deal with the scale-space problem.

3. Deep Supervision with Short Connections

As pointed out in most previous works, a good salient

object detection network should be deep enough such that

multi-level features can be learned. Further, it should have

multiple stages with different strides so as to learn more

inherent features from different scales. A good candidate

for such requirements might be the HED network [49], in

which a series of side-output layers are added after the last

convolutional layer of each stage in VGGNet [45]. Fig. 2(b)

provides an illustration of the HED model. However, ex-

perimental results show that such a successful architecture

is not suitable for salient object detection. Fig. 1 provides

such an illustration. The reasons for this phenomenon are

two-fold. On one hand, saliency detection is a more dif-

ficult vision task than edge detection that demands spe-

cial treatment. A good saliency detection algorithm should

be capable of extracting the most visually distinctive ob-

jects/regions from an image instead of simple edge informa-

tion. On the other hand, the features generated from lower

stages are too messy while the saliency maps obtained from

the deeper side-output layers are short of regularity.

To overcome the aforementioned problem, we propose

a top-down method to reasonably combine both low-level

and high-level features for accurate saliency detection. The

following subsections are dedicated to a detailed description
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Figure 2: Illustration of different architectures. (a) Hypercolumn [17], (b) HED [49], (c) and (d) different patterns of our

proposed architecture. As can be seen, a series of short connections are introduced in our architecture for combining the

advantages of both deeper layers and shallower layers. While our approach can be extended to a variety of different structures,

we just list two typical ones.

of the proposed approach.

3.1. HEDbased saliency detection

We shall start out with the standard HED architecture

[49] as well as its extended version, a special case of this

work, for salient object detection and gradually move on to

our proposed architecture.

HED architecture [49]. Let T = {(Xn, Zn), n =
1, . . . , N} denote the training data set, where Xn =

{x
(n)
j , j = 1, . . . , |Xn|} is the input image and Zn =

{z
(n)
j , j = 1, . . . , |Xn|}, z

(n)
j ∈ [0, 1] denotes the corre-

sponding continuous ground truth saliency map for Xn. In

the sequel, we omit the subscript n for notational conve-

nience since we assume the inputs are all independent of

one another. We denote the collection of all standard net-

work layer parameters as W. Suppose there are totally M
side outputs. Each side output is associated with a classifier,

in which the corresponding weights can be represented by

w = (w(1),w(2), . . . ,w(M)). (1)

Thus, the side objective function of HED can be given by

Lside(W,w) =
M
∑

m=1

αml
(m)
side

(

W,w(m)
)

, (2)

where αm is the weight of the mth side loss and l
(m)
side

denotes the image-level class-balanced cross-entropy loss

function [49] for the mth side output. Besides, a weighted-

fusion layer is added to better capture the advantage of each

side output. The fusion loss at the fusion layer can be ex-

pressed as

Lfuse(W,w, f) = σ
(

Z, h(

M
∑

m=1

fmA
(m)
side )

)

, (3)

where f = (f1, . . . , fM ) is the fusion weight, A
(m)
side are

activations of the mth side output, h(·) denotes the sig-

moid function, and σ(·, ·) denotes the distance between the

ground truth map and the fused predictions, which is set to

be image-level class-balanced cross-entropy loss [49] here.

Therefore, the final loss function can be given by

Lfinal

(

W,w, f) = Lfuse

(

W,w, f) + Lside

(

W,w). (4)

HED connects each side output to the last convolu-

tional layer in each stage of the VGGNet [45], respectively

conv1 2, conv2 2, conv3 3, conv4 3, conv5 3. Each side

output is composed of a one-channel convolutional layer

with kernel size 1 × 1 followed by an up-sampling layer

for learning edge information.

Enhanced HED architecture. In this part, we extend the

HED architecture for salient object detection. During our

experiments, we observe that deeper layers can better lo-

cate the most salient regions, so based on the architecture

of HED we connect another side output to the last pooling

layer in VGGNet [45]. Besides, since salient object detec-

tion is a more difficult task than edge detection, we add two

other convolutional layers with different filter channels and

spatial sizes in each side output, which can be found in Ta-

ble 1. We use the same bilinear interpolation operation as in

HED for up-sampling. We also use a standard cross-entropy

loss and compute the loss function over all pixels in a train-

ing image X = {xj , j = 1, . . . , |X|} and saliency map

Z = {zj , j = 1, . . . , |Z|}. Our loss function can be defined

as follows:

l̂
(m)
side (W, ŵ(m)) = −

∑

j∈Z

zj log Pr
(

zj = 1|X;W, ŵ(m)
)

+ (1− zj) log Pr
(

zj = 0|X;W, ŵ(m)
)

, (5)

where Pr
(

zj = 1|X;W, ŵ(m)
)

represents the probability

of the activation value at location j in the mth side out-

put, which can be computed by h(a
(m)
j ), where Â

(m)
side =

{a
(m)
j , j = 1, . . . , |X|} are activations of the mth side out-

put. Similar to [49], we add a weighted-fusion layer to con-

nect each side activation. The loss function at the fusion

layer in our case can be represented by

L̂fuse(W, ŵ, f) = σ̂
(

Z,
∑M̂

m=1 fmÂ
(m)
side

)

, (6)
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Figure 3: The proposed network architecture. The architec-

ture is based on VGGNet [45] for better comparison with

previous CNN-based methods.

where Â
(m)
side is the new activations of the mth side output,

M̂ = M+1, and σ̂(·, ·) represents the distance between the

ground truth map and the new fused predictions, which has

the same form to Eqn. (5).

A result comparison between the original HED and en-

hanced HED for salient object detection can be found in Ta-

ble 4. Despite a small improvement, as shown in Fig. 1, the

saliency maps from shallower side outputs still look messy

and the deeper side outputs usually produce irregular re-

sults. In addition, the deep side outputs can indeed locate

the salient objects/regions, some detailed information is still

lost.

3.2. Short connections

Our approach is based on the observation that deeper side

outputs are capable of finding the location of salient regions

but at the expense of the loss of details, while shallower

ones focus on low-level features but are short of global in-

formation. These phenomenons inspire us to utilize the fol-

lowing way to appropriately combine different side outputs

such that the most visually distinctive objects can be ex-

tracted. Mathematically, our new side activations R̃
(m)
side at

the mth side output can be given by

R̃
(m)
side =

{

∑M̂
i=m+1 r

m
i R̃

(i)
side

+ Â
(m)
side , for m = 1, . . . , 5

Â
(m)
side , for m = 6

(7)

where rmi is the weight of short connection from side out-

put i to side output m (i > m). We can drop out some

short connections by directly setting rmi to 0. The new side

loss function and fusion loss function can be respectively

represented by

L̃side(W, w̃, r) =

M̂
∑

m=1

αm l̃
(m)
side

(

W, w̃(m), r
)

(8)

1×1 

conv64×64

128×128
1×1 

conv

1×1 

conv

2×up

CE 

loss

CE 

loss

64×64

128×128

Figure 4: Illustration of short connections in Fig. 3.

No. Layer 1 2 3

1 conv1 2 128, 3× 3 128, 3× 3 1, 1× 1
2 conv2 2 128, 3× 3 128, 3× 3 1, 1× 1
3 conv3 3 256, 5× 5 256, 5× 5 1, 1× 1
4 conv4 3 256, 5× 5 256, 5× 5 1, 1× 1
5 conv5 3 512, 5× 5 512, 5× 5 1, 1× 1
6 pool5 512, 7× 7 512, 7× 7 1, 1× 1

Table 1: Details of each side output. (n, k × k) means that

the number of channels and the kernel size are n and k,

respectively. “Layer” means which layer the corresponding

side output is connected to. “1” “2” and “3” represent three

convolutional layers that are used in each side output. (Note

that the first two convolutional layers in each side output are

followed by a ReLU layer for nonlinear transformation.)

and

L̃fuse(W, w̃, f , r) = σ̂
(

Z,
∑M

m=1 fmR̃
(m)
side

)

, (9)

where r = {rmi }, i > m. Note that this time l̃
(m)
side represents

the standard cross-entropy loss which we have defined in

Eqn. (5). Thus, our new final loss function can be written

by

L̃final

(

W, w̃, f , r) = L̃fuse

(

W, w̃, f , r) + L̃side

(

W, w̃, r).
(10)

Our architecture can be considered as two closely con-

nected stages from a functional standpoint, which we call

saliency locating stage and details refinement stage, respec-

tively. The main focus of saliency locating stage is on look-

ing for the most salient regions for a given image. For de-

tails refinement stage, we introduce a top-down method, a

series of short connections from deeper side-output layers to

shallower ones. The reason for such a consideration is that

with the help of deeper side information, lower side out-

puts can both accurately predict the salient objects/regions

and refine the results from deeper side outputs, resulting in

dense and accurate saliency maps.
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3.3. Inference

The architecture we use in this work can be found in

Fig. 3. The illustration of how to build a short connection

can be seen in Fig. 4. Although a series of short connections

are introduced, the quality of the prediction maps produced

by the deepest and the shallowest side outputs is unsatis-

factory. Regarding this fact, we only fuse three side out-

puts during inference while throwing away the other three

side outputs by directly setting f1, f5, and f6 to 0. Let

Z̃1, · · · , Z̃6 denote the side output maps. They can be com-

puted by Z̃m = h(R̃
(m)
side ). Therefore, the fusion output map

and the final output map can be computed by

Z̃fuse = h
(

4
∑

m=2

fmR̃
(m)
side

)

, (11)

and

Z̃final = Mean(Z̃fuse, Z̃2, Ẑ3, Ẑ4). (12)

Smoothing method. Though our DCNN model can pre-

cisely find the salient objects/regions in an image, the

saliency maps obtained are quite smooth and some useful

boundary information is lost. To improve spatial coherence

and quality of our saliency maps, we adopt the fully con-

nected conditional random field (CRF) method [26] as a se-

lective layer during the inference phase.

The energy function of CRF is given by

E(x) =
∑

i

θi(xi) +
∑

i,j

θij(xi, xj), (13)

where x is the label prediction for pixels. To make our

model more competitive, instead of directly using the pre-

dicted maps as the input of the unary term, we leverage the

following unary term

θi(xi) = −
log Ŝi

τh(xi)
, (14)

where Ŝi denotes normalized saliency value of pixel xi, h(·)
is the sigmoid function, and τ is a scale parameter. The

pairwise potential is defined as

θij(xi, xj) = µ(xi, xj)

[

w1 exp

(

−
‖pi − pj‖

2

2σ2
α

−

‖Ii − Ij‖
2

2σ2
β

)

+ w2 exp

(

−
‖pi − pj‖

2

2σ2
γ

)]

,

(15)

where µ(xi, xj) = 1 if xi 6= xj and zero, otherwise. Ii and

pi are pixel value and position of xi, respectively. Parame-

ters w1, w2, σα, σβ , and σγ control the importance of each

Gaussian kernel.

In this paper, we employ a publicly available implemen-

tation of [26], called PyDenseCRF 1. Since there are only

1https://github.com/lucasb-eyer/pydensecrf

two classes in our case, we use the inferred posterior prob-

ability of each pixel being salient as the final saliency map

directly.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe implementation details of our

proposed architecture, introduce utilized datasets and eval-

uation criteria, and report the performance of our proposed

approach.

4.1. Implementation

Our network is based on the publicly available Caffe li-

brary [23] and the open implementation of FCN [38]. As

mentioned above, we choose VGGNet [45] as our pre-

trained model for better comparison with previous works.

We introduce short connections to the skip-layer structures

within the HED network, which can be directly imple-

mented using the split layer in Caffe.

Parameters. The hyper-parameters used in this work con-

tain: learning rate (1e-8), weight decay (0.0005), momen-

tum (0.9), loss weight for each side output (1). We use

full-resolution images to train our network, and each time

only one image is loaded. Taking training efficiency into

consideration, each image is trained for ten times, i.e., the

”iter size” parameter is set to 10 in Caffe. The kernel

weights in newly added convolutional layers are all initial-

ized with random numbers. Our fusion layer weights are all

initialized with 0.1667 in the training phase. The parame-

ters in the fully connected CRF are determined using cross

validation on the validation set. In our experiments, τ is set

to 1.05, and w1, w2, σα, σβ , and σγ are set to 3.0, 3.0, 60.0,

8.0, and 5.0, respectively.

Running time. It takes us about 8 hours to train our net-

work on a single NVIDIA TITAN X GPU and a 4.0GHz

Intel processor. Since there does not exist any other pre-

and post-processing procedures, it takes only about 0.08s

for our model to process an image of size 400×300 and an-

other 0.4s is needed for our CRF. Therefore, our approach

uses less than 0.5s to produce the final saliency map, which

is much faster than most present CNN-based methods.

4.2. Datasets and evaluation metrics

Datasets. A good saliency detection model should per-

form well over almost all datasets [1]. To this end, we

evaluate our system on 5 representative datasets, includ-

ing MSRA-B [37], ECSSD [51], HKU-IS [29], PASCALS

[34], and SOD [39, 40], all of which are available online.

These datasets all contain a large number of images and

have been widely used recently. MSRA-B contains 5000

images from hundreds of different categories. Most images

in this dataset have only one salient object. Because of its

diversity and large quantity, MSRA-B has been one of the
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source g-truth ours DCL [30] DHS [36] RFCN [47] DS [33] MDF [29] ELD [13] MC [52] DRFI [24] DSR [32]

Figure 5: Visual comparison with nine existing methods. As can be seen, our proposed method produces more coherent and

accurate saliency maps than all other methods, which are the closest to the ground truth.

No. Side output 1 Side output 2 Side output 3 Side output 4 Side output 5 Side output 6 Fβ

1 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (256, 5× 5)× 2 (512, 5× 5)× 2 (1024, 5× 5)× 2 (1024, 7× 7)× 2 0.830

2 (128, 3× 3)× 1 (128, 3× 3)× 1 (256, 5× 5)× 1 (256, 5× 5)× 1 (512, 5× 5)× 1 (512, 7× 7)× 1 0.815

3 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (256, 3× 3)× 2 (256, 3× 3)× 2 (512, 5× 5)× 2 (512, 5× 5)× 2 0.820

4 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (128, 3× 3)× 2 (256, 5× 5)× 2 (256, 5× 5)× 2 (512, 5× 5)× 2 (512, 7× 7)× 2 0.830

Table 2: Comparisons of different side output settings and their performance on PASCALS dataset [34]. (c, k×k)×n means

that there are n convolutional layers with c channels and size k× k. Note that the last convolutional layer in each side output

is unchanged as listed in Table 1. In each setting, we only modify one parameter while keeping all others unchanged so as to

emphasize the importance of each chosen parameter.

most widely used datasets in salient object detection litera-

ture. ECSSD contains 1000 semantically meaningful but

structurally complex natural images. HKU-IS is another

large-scale dataset that contains more than 4000 challeng-

ing images. Most of images in this dataset have low con-

trast with more than one salient object. PASCALS contains

850 challenging images (each composed of several objects),

all of which are chosen from the validation set of the PAS-

CAL VOC 2010 segmentation dataset. We also evaluate

our system on the SOD dataset, which is selected from the

BSDS dataset. It contains 300 images, most of which pos-

sess multiple salient objects. All these datasets consist of

ground truth human annotations.

In order to preserve the integrity of the evaluation and

obtain a fair comparison with existing approaches, we uti-

lize the same training and validation sets as in [24] and test

over all of the datasets using the same model.

Evaluation metrics. We use three universally-agreed, stan-

dard metrics to evaluate our model: precision-recall curves,

F-measure, and the mean absolute error (MAE).

For a given continuous saliency map S, we can convert

it to a binary mask B using a threshold. Then its precision

and recall can be computed by |B∩Z|/|B| and |B∩Z|/|Z|,
respectively, where | · | accumulates the non-zero entries in

a mask. Averaging the precision and recall values over the

saliency maps of a given dataset yields the PR curve.

To comprehensively evaluate the quality of a saliency

map, the F-measure metric is used, which is defined as

Fβ =
(1 + β2)Precision×Recall

β2Precision+Recall
. (16)

As suggested by previous works, we choose β2 to be 0.3 for

stressing the importance of the precision value.

Let Ŝ and Ẑ denote the continuous saliency map and the

ground truth that are normalized to [0, 1]. The MAE score

can be computed by

MAE =
1

H ×W

H
∑

i=1

W
∑

j=1

|Ŝ(i, j) = Ẑ(i, j)|. (17)

As stated in [1], this metric favors methods that successfully

detect salient pixels but fail to detect non-salient regions

over methods that successfully detect non-salient pixels but

make mistakes in determining the salient ones.
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MSRA-B [37] ECSSD [51] HKU-IS [29] PASCALS [34] SOD [39, 40]

Methods

Datasets
Fβ MAE Fβ MAE Fβ MAE Fβ MAE Fβ MAE

RC [7] 0.817 0.138 0.741 0.187 0.726 0.165 0.640 0.225 0.657 0.242

CHM [31] 0.809 0.138 0.722 0.195 0.728 0.158 0.631 0.222 0.655 0.249

DSR [32] 0.812 0.119 0.737 0.173 0.735 0.140 0.646 0.204 0.655 0.234

DRFI [24] 0.855 0.119 0.787 0.166 0.783 0.143 0.679 0.221 0.712 0.215

MC [52] 0.872 0.062 0.822 0.107 0.781 0.098 0.721 0.147 0.708 0.184

ELD [13] 0.914 0.042 0.865 0.981 0.844 0.071 0.767 0.121 0.760 0.154

MDF [29] 0.885 0.104 0.833 0.108 0.860 0.129 0.764 0.145 0.785 0.155

DS [13] - - 0.810 0.160 - - 0.818 0.170 0.781 0.150

RFCN [47] 0.926 0.062 0.898 0.097 0.895 0.079 0.827 0.118 0.805 0.161

DHS [36] - - 0.905 0.061 0.892 0.052 0.820 0.091 0.823 0.127

DCL [30] 0.916 0.047 0.898 0.071 0.907 0.048 0.822 0.108 0.832 0.126

Ours 0.927 0.028 0.915 0.052 0.913 0.039 0.830 0.080 0.842 0.118

Table 3: Quantitative comparisons with 11 methods on 5 popular datasets. The top three results are highlighted in red, green,

and blue, respectively.

4.3. Ablation analysis

We experiment with different design options and differ-

ent short connection patterns to illustrate the effectiveness

of each component of our method.

Details of side-output layers. The detailed information

of each side-output layer has been shown in Table 1. We

would like to emphasize that introducing another convolu-

tional layer in each side output as described in Sec. 3.1 is

extremely important. Besides, we also perform a series of

experiments with respect to the parameters of the convolu-

tional layers in each side output. The side-output settings

can be found in Table 2. To highlight the importance of dif-

ferent parameters, we adopt the variable-controlling method

that only changes one parameter at a time. It can be shown

that reducing convolutional layers (#2) decreases the per-

formance but not too much. It can be observed that reduc-

ing the kernel size (#3) also leads to a slight decrease in

F-measure. Moreover, doubling the number of channels in

the last three convolutional layers (#1) does not bring us any

improvement.

Comparisons of various short connection patterns. To

better show the strength of our proposed approach, we use

different network architectures as listed in Fig. 2 for salient

object detection. Besides the Hypercolumns architecture

[17] and the HED-based architecture [49], we implement

three representative patterns using our proposed approach.

The first one is formulated as follows, which is a similar

architecture to Fig. 1(c).

R̃
(m)
side =

{

rmm+1R̃
(m+1)
side + Â

(m)
side , for m = 1, . . . , 5

Â
(m)
side . for m = 6

(18)

The second pattern is represented as follows which is much

No. Architecture Fβ

1 Hypercolumns [17] 0.818

2 Original HED [49] 0.791

3 Enhanced HED 0.816

4 Pattern 1 (Eqn. (18)) 0.816

5 Pattern 2 (Eqn. (19)) 0.824

6 Pattern 3∗ (Eqn. (20)) 0.830

Table 4: The performance of different architectures on PAS-

CALS dataset [34]. ”*” represents the pattern used in this

paper.

more complex than the first one.

R̃
(m)
side =

{

∑m+2
i=m+1 r

m
i R̃

(i)
side + Â

(m)
side , for m = 1, 2, 3, 4

Â
(m)
side . for m = 5, 6

(19)

The last pattern, the one used in this paper, can be given by

R̃
(m)
side =











∑6
i=3 r

m
i R̃

(i)
side + Â

(m)
side , for m = 1, 2

rm5 R̃
(5)
side + rm6 R̃

(6)
side + Â

(m)
side , for m = 3, 4

Â
(m)
side . for m = 5, 6

(20)

The performance is listed in Table 4. As can be seen from

Table 4, with the increase of short connections, our ap-

proach gradually achieves better performance.

Upsampling operation. In our approach, we use the in-

network bilinear interpolation to perform upsampling in

each side output. As implemented in [38], we use fixed

deconvolutional kernels for our side outputs with different

strides. Since the prediction maps generated by deep side-

output layers are not dense enough, we also try to use the

”hole algorithm” to make the prediction map in deep side

outputs more denser. We adopt the same technique as done
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Figure 6: Precision recall curves on three popular datasets.

in [30]. However, in our experiments, using such a method

yields a worse performance. Albeit the fusion prediction

map gets denser, some non-salient pixels are wrongly pre-

dicted as salient ones even though the CRF is used there-

after. The F-measure score on the validation set is decreased

by more than 1%.

Data augmentation. Data augmentation has been proven

to be very useful in many learning-based vision tasks. We

flip all the training images horizontally, resulting in an aug-

mented image set with twice larger than the original one.

We found that such an operation further improves the per-

formance by more than 0.5%.

4.4. Comparison with the stateoftheart

We compare the proposed approach with 7 recent CNN-

based methods, including MDF [29], DS [33], DCL [30],

ELD [13], MC [52], RFCN [47], and DHS [36]. We also

compare our approach with 4 classical methods: RC [7],

CHM [31], DSR [32], and DRFI [24], which have been

proven to be the best in the benchmark study of Borji et

al. [1].

Visual comparison. Fig. 5 provides a visual comparison

of our approach with respect to the above-mentioned ap-

proaches. It can be easily seen that our proposed method

not only highlights the right salient region but also produces

coherent boundaries. It is also worth mentioning that thanks

to the short connections, our approach gives salient regions

more confidence, yielding higher contrast between salient

objects and the background. It also generates connected re-

gions. These advantages make our results very close to the

ground truth and hence better than other methods.

PR curve. We compare our approach with the existing

methods in terms of PR curve. As can be seen in Fig. 6,

the proposed approach achieves a better PR curve than all

the other methods. Because of the refinement effect of low-

level features, our saliency maps look much closer to the

ground truth. This also causes our precision value to be

higher, thus resulting in a higher PR curve.

F-measure and MAE. We also compare our approach

with the existing methods in terms of F-meature and MAE

scores. F-measure and MAE of methods are shown in Ta-

ble 3. As can be seen, our approach achieves the best score

(maximum F-measure and MAE) over all datasets as listed

in Table 3. Our approach improves the current best maxi-

mum F-measure by 1 percent.

Besides, we also observe that the proposed approach

behaves even better over more difficult datasets, such as

HKUIS [29], PASCALS [34], and SOD [39, 40], which

contain a large number images with multiple salient objects.

This indicates that our method is capable of detecting and

segmenting the most salient object, while other methods of-

ten fail at one of these stages.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a deeply supervised network

for salient object detection. Instead of directly connecting

loss layers to the last layer of each stage, we introduce a

series of short connections between shallower and deeper

side-output layers. With these short connections, the acti-

vation of each side-output layer gains the capability of both

highlighting the entire salient object and accurately locating

its boundary. A fully connected CRF is also employed for

correcting wrong predictions and further improving spatial

coherence. Our experiments demonstrate that these mecha-

nisms result in more accurate saliency maps over a variety

of images. Our approach significantly advances the state-

of-the-art and is capable of capturing salient regions in both

simple and difficult cases, which further verifies the merit

of the proposed architecture.
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